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ABSTRACT

Video has become a predominant social media for the boom-
ing live interactions. Automatic generation of emotional
comments to a video has great potential to significantly
increase user engagement in many socio-video applications
(e.g., chat bot). Nevertheless, the problem of video com-
menting has been overlooked by the research community.
The major challenges are that the generated comments are
to be not only as natural as those from human beings, but
also relevant to the video content. We present in this pa-
per a novel two-stage deep learning-based approach to au-
tomatic video commenting. Our approach consists of two
components. The first component, similar video search,
efficiently finds the visually similar videos w.r.t. a given
video using approximate nearest-neighbor search based on
the learned deep video representations, while the second
dynamic ranking effectively ranks the comments associated
with the searched similar videos by learning a deep multi-
view embedding space. For modeling the emotional view of
videos, we incorporate visual sentiment, video content, and
text comments into the learning of the embedding space. On
a newly collected dataset with over 102K videos and 10.6M
comments, we demonstrate that our approach outperform-
s several state-of-the-art methods and achieves human-level
video commenting.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
The advent of video sharing sites and rapid development

of video technologies have led to the unprecedented deliv-
ery of online video content. Nowadays, millions of daily
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Input Video:

Output Comment:

Motivated me to go beyond my limits in skateboarding!!!

Human Made Comment:

He should be a new character in the next skateboarding game.

Output Sentence:

A man is doing a trick on a skateboarding.

Figure 1: Examples of video comment and caption (sen-

tence). The input is a short video, while the output of

comment is a text response to this video, usually a nat-

ural sentence expressing emotional views of the video.

users are broadcasting, consuming and communicating vi-
a videos. Video has become a predominant media for the
booming live social interactions, e.g., Vine, Instagram, and
Periscope. Automatic generation of emotional comments to
a video has great potential to significantly increase user en-
gagement in many socio-video applications (e.g., chat bot).
Therefore, video commenting has become a crucial technique
yet a challenge for real-world applications.

Although there have already been emerging research on
video tagging [24][36], video captioning [8][20][33], and vi-
sual question answering [1], video comments have their own
characteristics and thus are different from tags, captions and
answers. A video tag is usually the name of a specific object,
action, or event in a video (e.g., “man,”“skateboarding” in
Figure 1). A caption goes beyond tags by describing a video
with a natural sentence, where the basic structure is a triplet
of (subject, verb, object). An answer could be a response
to a specific question related to a video (e.g., “skateboard”
to the question of “what is the man playing with” in Figure
1). Nevertheless, a comment is a text response to a video
for the purpose of social engagement. Usually, a comment
is a natural sentence with emotional perspective yet rele-
vant to the video content. Figure 1 shows the examples of
comment and caption (description) of a video. To our best
knowledge, there has been little research on automatic video
commenting in both vision and multimedia communities.

The problem of automatic generation of video comments
provides challenges to the research communities. The need
to understand not only video content but also emotional
reaction makes the task very challenging. Moreover, the
generated comments should be as natural as those from hu-
man beings, in other words, the comments are in the form
of natural sentences. Despite the difficulty of this prob-
lem, there are two possible solutions: by generation and by
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search. The former attempts to generate a sentence that
describes video content, which are mainly inspired by recen-
t advances in machine translation using Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) [2][27]. Among these successful works,
most of them use Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [13],
a variant of RNN, which can capture sequential information
by mapping sequences to sequences. Nevertheless, this cat-
egory of approaches, either explicitly or implicitly, assumes
the existence of a translatable mapping between the input
sequence and the output one. However, video commenting,
which expresses an emotional state on a video, often re-
sponds with diverse reactions from varying angles. In other
words, there are multiple possible outputs with very various
statements to a given video, making it difficult to train RN-
N models. Commenting by search, in contrast, solves this
problem by leveraging “crowdsourcing” human intelligence
which is the underlying user-generated comments in online
interactions. More specifically, the idea is to search visu-
ally similar videos on social platform and then exploit the
real user comments associated with these similar videos to
respond to the given video. A fundamental issue that un-
derlies the success of search is video representation learning,
which recently achieves promising progresses thanks to the
development of deep convolutional neural networks. There-
fore, we follow this elegant recipe to produce video comments
by search.
In the direction of video commenting by search, there is

also the need to measure the relevance between comment
and video. As textual comment and video content are of
different views, they cannot be directly compared. Inspired
by the success of multi-view embedding, this paper studies
the problem by learning a common embedding space that
allows direct comparison of text comments and videos.
By consolidating the idea of search and multi-view embed-

ding, we propose a novel framework for video commenting
as illustrated in Figure 2, which is composed out of two
major components: similar video search (VS) and comment
dynamic ranking (DR). Given a video, a 2-D and/or 3-D
convolution neural networks is utilized to extract visual fea-
tures of selected video frames/clips, while the video repre-
sentations are produced by mean pooling over these visual
features. Then, approximate nearest neighbors (ANNs) of
the given video are identified from the pool of social videos
based on the video representations by using neighborhood
graph search. The comments associated with ANNs are re-
garded as candidates to express the feelings on the given
video. Next, a deep multi-view embedding model learnt on
three views of video content, visual sentiment and textual
comment is exploited to measure the relevance between these
candidate comments and the given video. Finally, the com-
ments are ranked by sorting their relevance scores and the
top-K comments will be selected as responses to the video.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We study the problem of automatic video commenting
to express emotional response to a video. It has great
potential for increasing social interaction and enhanc-
ing user engagement in many socio-video applications.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper represents
the first effort towards this target in the multimedia
research community.

• We propose a novel two-stage framework for achiev-
ing human-level video commenting. The framework is

grounded on the similar video search paradigm by us-
ing approximate nearest-neighbor search. Additional-
ly, the framework also tackles the problem of relevance
measurement between textual comment and video by
learning an embedding space between three views of
video content, visual sentiment and textual comment.

• The proposed methods are evaluated on a newly creat-
ed dataset including about 102K videos and 10.6 mil-
lion comments crawled from Vine, which is so far the
first dataset for video commenting.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2
describes the related work. Section 3 presents our proposed
two-stage approach including similar video search and com-
ment dynamic ranking, while Section 4 introduces our newly
created dataset for video commenting. In Section 5, we pro-
vide empirical evaluations, followed by the discussions and
conclusions in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
We briefly group the related works into two categories:

video tagging and vision to sentence. The former draws up-
on research in automatically assigning tags (annotations) to
videos, and the later mainly focuses on sentence generation
of visual content.

2.1 Video Tagging
Video tagging problem has received intensive research at-

tention and the significance of the topic can be partly re-
flected from the huge volume of published papers. The re-
search in this direction has proceeded along two different
dimensions: model-based methods [6][21][37] and data driv-
en approaches [24][32][36].

Model-based methods assume that a training set of videos
along with keyword annotations is provided for developing
concept classifiers. Cristianini et al. employed SVM with
one-against-the-other strategy to learn a set of detectors,
each of which independently models the presence/absence
of a certain concept in [6]. Later in [21], Qi et al. proposed
correlative multi-label method to simultaneously model both
the individual concepts and their correlations in a unify-
ing formulation and the principle of least commitment was
obeyed. Recently, EventNet [37], a large scale structural
concept library, is proposed for video tagging by utilizing
large margin concept classifiers trained with deep represen-
tations on YouTube videos.

Different from model-based methods, data-driven approach-
es construct video similarity for annotation. In [24], the
overlapping or duplicated content of videos was exploited for
measuring video similarity. With this, tags associated with
similar videos were exchanged for generating new tag assign-
ments. In another work byWang [32], both distance between
samples and the difference of their surrounding neighbor-
hood sample distributions were taken into account for video
similarity estimation. Recently, Yao et al. [36] combined
click-through and video document features for deriving a la-
tent subspace, in which the dot product of the mapping can
be taken as the video similarity. The learnt video similarity
is then applied for video tagging tasks.

In short, the target of video tagging is to annotate video
content by individual semantic tags (words). Our work in
this paper contributes by not only extending the natural
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Impressive catch, it’s by far the greatest catch. Lele is a beautiful woman.

Omg this is sooo cute.        I love this song Piano Player your amazing!!!

Wish I could own all of them.       Cutest thing I've ever seen.

This song goes perfect with the dance moves.     This is super cute.                    

Your voice is beyond amazing please become famous 

Your hair is so pretty.             It 's such a wonderful teaser .

I love pandas. Cute. My favorite animal.

Your impressions are AMAZING!              Waited on plane until over.

It 's such a wonderful teaser . Wish you very well.

I do the same to my dog when he be taking my mom shoes        

Such wonderful nature. Yeah right , I love when when guys touch my hair !                 

Wow that 's amazing wish I could draw like that.

Yes his singing is perfect .   Omg he just sounded like destin conrad

Y'all should duet together and make an album . She sound like nicki     

minaj and you sound familiar too …         Shawn is too cute !

Shes so pretty ^^.                  Omg I hope she is oka

That 's sooo cute my dog Bonnie was the same thing like.

Fantastic! The painting is beautiful! She is so lucky to have you paint her.

Figure 2: An overview of our video commenting framework mainly including similar video search (VS) and comment

dynamic ranking (DR) (better viewed in color). In VS, the video representations are first produced by mean pooling

over the visual features of frames/clips, extracted by a 2-D/3-D CNN. Next, approximate nearest neighbor (ANN)

search is employed to search the visually similar videos in our video pool and the comments associated with these

similar videos are regarded as candidates. In DR, a deep multi-view embedding model is exploited to measure the

relevance between comment candidates and the input video. The comments with highest relevance scores are finally

presented to the input video.

descriptions from individual tags to complete sentences, but
also experiencing the emotions and feelings on videos.

2.2 Vision to Sentence
Image to sentence. For image sentence generation task,

there have been several techniques [7][9], being proposed to
generate image captions through utilizing captions from vi-
sually similar images. Farhadi et al. [9] annotated images
with sentences by using nearest neighbors in an intermedi-
ate meaning space. Later in [7], Devlin et al. provided a
detailed exploration on nearest neighbors approaches based
on different representations and caption selection through d-
ifferent similarity functions. In another work by Chen et al.

[5], viewer affect after viewing an image is predicted based
on sentiment concepts defined in SentiBank [3]. An alterna-
tive scheme on image to sentence was recently proposed in
[8][30], which utilize RNN to generate more flexible caption-
s inspired by recent advances in machine translation. The
basic idea is to model the probability of generating a word
given previous words and image in RNN architecture.
Video to sentence. There are also two major directions

for translation from videos. One is template-based methods
[11][28], which first identify semantic content (subject, verb,
object) in the video and then produce sentences on the pre-
defined templates. This direction is highly depended on the
sentence templates and can only generate sentences with
syntactical structure. Similar to recent breakthroughs in
image to sentence, another direction on video to sentence
is to utilize RNN model to generate sentences for videos
in [8][20][33].
The aforementioned vision to sentence approaches focus

on generating sentence, which describes video content ob-

jectively. Our work is different in the way that we do not
explicitly describe video content, but instead express the e-
motional reaction and feelings after viewing the video like a
human being.

3. VIDEO COMMENTING APPROACH
The basic idea of this work is to automatic comment on

videos by searching visually similar videos and ranking the
comments associated with the searched similar videos. The
similar video search is performed by using ANN search on
powerful spatio-temporal video representations learnt by 2-
D and 3-D CNN, while dynamic ranking ranks the candidate
comments by learning a deep multi-view embedding model.
In this way, the original incomparable views of video con-
tent, visual sentiment and textual comment could be directly
compared in this embedding space. Moreover, the learning
of the embedding space is integrated into an optimization to
better reflect the preference relations in the training triplets.
The approach overview is demonstrated in Figure 2.

In this section, we first present our adopted ANN search
in VS stage, followed by three views for video commenting
and our proposed deep multi-view embedding model in DR.

3.1 Notation
Let V and C denote the collections of videos and com-

ments respectively. For each video vk ∈ V, its n associated
comments are denoted as {ck1, ck2, ..., ckn} ∈ C. The goal of
our deep multi-view embedding model is to construct three
mappings fv : v → R

d, fs : v → R
d and fc : c→ R

d for video
content view, visual sentiment view and textual comment
view, such that all the three views can be mapped into a d-
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Algorithm 1 Query-driven iterated neighborhood graph
search
1: P0 ← GenerateInitialSolution(q, Tr)
2: R∗ ← LocalNGSearch(P0, G)
3: repeat

4: P
′

← Perturbation(R∗, q, Tr, history)

5: R∗′ ← LocalNGSearch(P
′

, G, history)

6: R∗ ← AcceptanceCriterion(R∗, R∗′)
7: until termination condition met

dimensional embedding space, which are represented as F1,
F2 and F3, respectively.

3.2 ANN Search Model
Nearest neighbor (NN) search has been a fundamental

research topic and widely applied in computer vision, ma-
chine learning, and information retrieval. Given a query q,
one straightforward solution to the NN search is linear s-
can. Unfortunately, such NN search is often impractical for
the large-scale high-dimensional database. To deal with the
problem, we follow [31] and apply the query-driven iterated
neighborhood graph search model for ANN search.
The ANN search model contains two stages. A video

neighborhood graph on video visual representations is firstly
built and then a query-driven iterated neighborhood graph
search approach is exploited to locate the ANNs. The basic
procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1.
GenerateInitialSolution(q, Tr) searches over trees Tr, which

are constructed to index the reference videos. The initial
solution contains a small amount of initial NN candidates
that have high probabilities to be near true NNs. Following
the implementation in [31], we use kd-trees in our exper-
iments. LocalNGSearch(P0, G) starts from a set of seeds
P0 and searches over G by conducting neighborhood ex-
pansions in a best-first manner. Perturbation(R∗, q, Tr,
history) generates new seeds from trees Tr according to the
search history and previously selected NNs (R∗), to avoid

unnecessary neighborhood expansions. LocalNGSearch(P
′

,
G, history) is slightly different from LocalNGSearch(P0, G)
as the search history, i.e., the NNs discovered up to the
current iteration are considered in neighborhood expansion.
Readers can refer to [31] for technical details.

3.3 Three Views for Video Commenting
Video can be naturally decomposed into spatial, tempo-

ral and emotional components, which are related to ventral,
dorsal and limbic system for human perception respective-
ly [16][25]. The ventral and dorsal systems play the major
roles in the recognition of objects and visually guided ac-
tions which are both focusing on the video content, while
the limbic view mainly supports for the neurological regu-
lation of emotion about the visual sentiment to the given
video. In addition, human-generated textual comment on
shared video can be regarded as another view in natural
language for video. Therefore, we input all the three views
of video content, visual sentiment and textual comment in-
to a following deep multi-view embedding model for video
commenting, as shown in Figure 3. The video content view
depicts objects and temporal dynamics by frame appearance
and video clip consisting of multiple frames, while the visu-
al sentiment view conveys the emotion of the whole video

and the textual comment view expresses the observation and
feelings from users’ viewpoint.

Video content view. The video content view consist-
s of both spatial and temporal structures underlying video.
For the spatial component, VGG-19 [26], which is the recen-
t superior 2-D CNN architecture for image classification, is
exploited for extracting frame-level spatial representation.
The VGG-19 is pre-trained on 1.2 million images of Ima-
geNet challenge dataset [23] and its 4,096-way fc6 layer out-
put is taken as frame representation. Then, mean pooling
is performed over all the sampled frames to get a 4,096 di-
mensional video-level spatial representation (VGG). For the
temporal component, to capture the temporal dynamics be-
tween multiple frames, 3-D CNN is utilized for each video
clip consisting of continuous frames. Different from tradi-
tional 2-D CNN, 3-D CNN architecture takes video clip as
the input and consists of alternating 3-D convolutional and
3-D pooling layers, which are further topped by a few fully
connected layers. Specifically, C3D [29], which is pre-trained
on Sports-1M video dataset [15], is used and we regard the
output of the 4,096-way fc6 fully-connected layer as repre-
sentation for each video clip. Similar to spatial component,
we adopt mean pooling over all the C3D outputs of sampled
clips to generate video-level temporal representation (C3D).
The final representation for video content view is the con-
catenation of C3D and VGG (C3D+VGG) which models
both spatial and temporal information in video.

Visual sentiment view. To represent the visual emo-
tions evoked on video, we use ANP-Net [4], which is a C-
NN architecture pre-trained with 867,919 images from Vi-
sual Sentiment Ontology [3] to classify images into 2,089
Adjective Noun Pairs (ANPs). The 2,089-dimensional soft-
max scores of ANP-Net is adopted as the visual sentiment
representation for each frame. Then, max pooling is per-
formed over all the visual sentiment representations of sam-
pled frames to generate the video-level representation from
visual sentiment view.

Textual comment view. For the representations of tex-
tual comment, we utilize two popular methods: (1) Ter-
m Frequency (tf). Each comment is represented as a vec-
tor of words, and each word is weighed by term frequency.
(2) Word2vec (w2v). We represent each word with 300-
dimensional vector generated from word2vector neural net-
work [17] pre-trained on Google News dataset (about 100
billion words) and then the sentence-level representation for
textual comment view is generated by mean pooling over all
the word vectors in the comment.

It is worth noticing that although the three views used
here are video content, visual sentiment and textual com-
ment, our approach is applicable to include any other view,
e.g., audio view.

3.4 Deep Multi-View Embedding Model
To learn the whole architecture of our deep multi-view

embedding, the objective is to maximize the correlations a-
mong video content, visual sentiment and textual commen-
t. One natural choice is to minimize the distances between
each pair of views in the embedding space. However, with-
out any carefully designed constraints, the optimization will
easily result in meaningless solution that all three views map
to the identical representation in the embedding space.

Deriving from the idea of exploring relative relationship
through ranking [19][34][35], we develop a triplet deep rank-
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Figure 3: The training of deep multi-view embedding

model. The inputs are a set of triplets: textual com-

ment, positive video and negative video. For both videos,

video representations are learnt by C3D plus VGG ar-

chitectures while visual sentiment is modeled by ANP-

Net, followed by an embedding layer for each of the two

views, respectively. Note that the embedding layers of

positive and negative videos share parameters. For tex-

tual comment, word2vec (w2v) or term frequency (tf) is

extracted and then feed into a textual embedding layer.

A loss layer is on the top to evaluate the ranking loss of

the triplet.

ing model to learn our deep multi-view embedding model
(DE) for dynamic ranking. Figure 3 shows the training of
DE architecture with triplet deep ranking model. Given a
triplet of textual comment, positive video which is associ-
ated with the textual comment and negative video which
is irrelevant to the textual comment, we aim to optimize
our DE architecture, which makes the mapping of textu-
al comment closer to positive video than negative video in
the embedding space. Formally, suppose we have a set of
triplets T , where each triplet (ci, vi

+, vi
−) consists of a tex-

tual comment ci, a positive video vi
+ and a negative video

vi
−. Note that ci is selected from textual comments asso-

ciated with positive video vi
+ while the negative video vi

−

is randomly sampled from a different category and does not
contain comment ci. The positive and negative videos in
the triplet are fed separately into two identical embedding
layers with shared architecture and parameters. Our goal
is to learn the DE architecture that makes one view Fj in
the embedding space is closer to another view Fi of positive
video than that view Fi neg of negative video, which can be
expressed as

‖Fi − Fj‖
2
F

≺ ‖Fi neg − Fj‖
2
F
, ∀(ck, v

+
k
, v−

k
) ∈ T

s.t. i, j = 1, ..., 3, i 6= j, i 6= 3 .
(1)

As the distances between two views in embedding space
exhibit a relative ranking order, a ranking loss layer on the
top is employed to evaluate the margin ranking loss of each
triplet, which is a convex approximation to the 0-1 ranking
error loss and has been used in several information retrieval

methods. Specifically, it can be given by

min :
∑

(ck,v
+
k
,v

−

k
)∈T

max(0, 1 + ‖Fi − Fj‖
2
F

− ‖Fi neg − Fj‖
2
F
)

s.t. i, j = 1, ..., 3, i 6= j, i 6= 3 .

(2)

The ranking loss layer does not have any parameters. Dur-
ing learning, it evaluates the model’s violation of the ranking
order, and back-propagates the gradients to the lower lay-
ers so that the lower layers can adjust their parameters to
minimize the ranking loss. Please also note that each view
is equipped with a hyperbolic tangent function plus a L2

normalization before fed into the ranking loss layer.
After optimization, we can obtain the mappings fv, fs

and fc for the three views, respectively. Next, given a test
video and candidate comment pair (v̂, ĉ), we compute the
distance value between the pair as

r(v̂, ĉ) = ‖F1(v̂)− F3(ĉ)‖
2
F
+ ‖F2(v̂)− F3(ĉ)‖

2
F
. (3)

This value reflects how relevant the candidate comment could
be presented for the given video, with lower numbers indi-
cating higher relevance. Thus, given a test video, a rank list
of candidate comments is produced by sorting the values of
video-comment pairs.

4. VIDEO COMMENTING DATASET
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first at-

tempt to automatically generate comments for videos. To
substantially evaluate our approach, we collect a new dataset
for video commenting. The dataset is characterized by the
unique properties including the large scale video-comment
pairs, comprehensive video categories, diverse video content
and comments. We next describe how we collect represen-
tative videos, select high-quality comments, and split the
dataset.

4.1 Collection of Videos
Our dataset focuses on general videos in our life and is

collected from Vine1. Vine is the entertainment network
where the world’s stories are captured, created, remixed and
shared. The users can follow your favorite creators, watch
their stories and post your comments as well.

To collect representative videos, we obtain 2,278 popu-
lar tags from TagsForLikes website2, corresponding to 12
categories3. Then we crawl the top 100 video search result-
s for each tag and collect at most 500 comments for each
video. We remove duplication, as well as the videos with
low-quality comments, to maintain the data quality. As a
result, we have 101,752 representative videos. All the videos
were downloaded with high quality and audio channel.

4.2 Selection of High Quality Comments
The original comments associated with each video contain

too much noise, e.g., random responses, bad words and nega-
tive induced emotion. In order to make the comments in our
dataset clean and high quality, we select the comments from
three aspects: 1) length, 2) relevance, and 3) sentiment. In
between, the length of comment is generally an important

1https://vine.co/
2http://vine.tagsforlikes.com/
3The categories include animal, art, celebration, entertainment,
family, fashion, food, sports, urban, vehicle, weather, other.
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factor based on the observation that very short comments
are always general-purpose while long comments are often
too specific. Furthermore, the use of relevance measurement
between comment and video is to filter out the random re-
sponses. As the comments are posted as social interactions,
those with very negative sentiment should be also removed.
In addition, the comments containing bad or dirty words are
removed directly from our dataset. Specifically, the quality
measurement on each criterion is as below.
Length. Let min len and max len denote the expected

minimal and maximal length of comment, respectively. De-
note length as the length of comment after removing punc-
tuation and emoji. Then, the quality score of comment in
terms of length is defined as

Slen = ω1 ∗max((min len− length), 0)

+ ω2 ∗max((length−max len), 0)
, (4)

where ω1 and ω2 are tradeoff parameters between punishing
very short and too long comments.
Relevance. We estimate the relevance between video

and comment by measuring the semantic similarity between
the tag submitted for searching this video and words in the
comment. Specifically, each comment c is represented as a
sequence of words. Words are stemmed and stop words are
removed. Then, the similarity sim(tag, wi) between the tag
and each word wi in the comment is computed by WordNet
[18]. Finally, the quality score of the comment on relevance
is given by

Srel = max
wi∈c

sim(tag, wi) . (5)

Sentiment. Following [14], we apply VADER for com-
ment sentiment analysis. VADER (Valence Aware Dictio-
nary for Sentiment Reasoning) is a rule-based model for
general-purpose sentiment analysis, which is shown to be
powerful and outperforms individual human raters on some
specific social media text, e.g., tweets. For each comment c,
the sentiment score senti(c) is taken as its quality score and
is formally computed as

Ssenti = senti(c) . (6)

The final quality score of each comment is obtained by
linearly fusing the three scores as

Squa = α1 ∗ Srel + α2 ∗ Ssenti − α3 ∗ Slen , (7)

where α1, α2 and α3 are tradeoff parameters, which weight
the importance of the three criteria. If the final quality score
is smaller than a threshold, the comment will be regarded as
a low-quality one and thus removed from our dataset. After
selection, there are about 10.6 millions of comments.

4.3 Statistics and Dataset Splits
Our dataset consists of 185 hours videos and 10.6 millions

comments (corresponding to 90 millions words and one mil-
lion unique words). It is derived from a wide variety of video
categories (101,752 videos from 12 general categories) and
thus this can benefit the generalization capability of model
learning on this dataset. Figure 4 further details the catego-
ry distribution of all the videos. Moreover, there are more
than 100 comments for each video on average, leading to
a better chance of finding more natural and diverse com-
ments. In summary, we present a comprehensive, diverse,
and complex dataset for video commenting.
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Figure 4: The distribution of video categories in our

dataset. This distribution well aligns with the real

data statistics in a social video platform.

To split the dataset to training, validation and testing
set, we separate the videos according to the corresponding
categories. The videos from the same category will appear
in all the three sets to avoid overfitting. Finally, we sample
96,752, 4,000, 1,000 videos in the training, validation, and
testing set, respectively.

5. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted our experiments on the aforementioned new-

ly crawled video commenting data and evaluated our pro-
posed framework on video commenting task.

5.1 Experimental Settings
Compared Approaches: We compare the following ap-

proaches for performance evaluation:

• Random Selection (RS). We search visually similar
videos of the input video by utilizing ANN search, and
then randomly select the comments from all the associ-
ated comments of these searched similar videos as the
final output comments. No comment ranking model is
learned in this baseline. We name this run as RS.

• Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [10][12]. CCA
is a popular and successful approach for mapping t-
wo or more input views into a latent embedding space
where the correlation between different views are max-
imized. We employ the classical CCA method in DR
stage to build a multi-view embedding space based on
video content (V), textual comment (T) and/or visual
sentiment (S) to measure the relevance between tex-
tual comment and video. Two slightly different vari-
ants of this run are named as CCA-VT and CCA-VST,
which rank the candidate comments for the input video
in the learnt two-view (V and T) embedding space and
three-view (V, S and T) embedding space, respectively.

• Deep Multi-view Embedding model (DE). We design
two runs, DE-VT and DE-VST, for our proposed two-
stage framework. For the dynamic ranking of candi-
date comments, DE-VT learns the embedding space
based on two views of video content and textual com-
ment (V and T), while DE-VST exploits all the three
views by additionally incorporating the view of visual
sentiment (V, S and T) to learn the embedding space.

Parameter Settings: In the VS stage, the k nearest
neighbors for ANN search is chosen within {1, 5, 10, 15,
20}. For each nearest neighbor video, we randomly sample
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at most 50 associated comments to generate the candidate
comments. In the next stage, for each input view, the sam-
ple rate is set as 1 frame/clip per second. Specifically, for the
tf representation in textual comment view, we use the top
35,000 most frequent words as the word vocabulary. More-
over, for the four embedding models, the dimensionality of
the embedding space is in the range of {32, 64, 128, 256}.
Please note that for each compared method, top 5 comments
are finally presented to the input video. We set the param-
eters in high quality comment selection as min len = 3,
max len = 30, ω1 = 10, ω2 = 1, α1 = 0.5, α2 = 0.3 and
α3 = 0.01 empirically.
Ground Truth: To facilitate the evaluation and com-

parison with other approaches, we randomly selected 1,000
videos as testing samples. For each testing video, the top 5
comments obtained by different methods are annotated dur-
ing the final evaluation. Eight evaluators from different edu-
cation backgrounds, including linguistics, business, informa-
tion management, international news, electrical engineering,
and computer science are invited. All evaluators are familiar
with video sharing sites. Each comment was annotated on
a five point ordinal scale: 5-Very Good; 4-Good; 3-Normal;
2-Bad; 1-Very Bad. Note that only the comments with their
scores more than 3 points are regarded as ground truth rel-
evant ones for evaluation. The evaluators are requested to
watch the whole video before evaluating comments.
Evaluation Metrics: For the evaluation of video com-

menting, we adopted average precision (AP) as the perfor-
mance metric and mean Average Precision (mAP) over all
the videos in testing set is finally reported. Given a com-
ment ranked list, the AP score at the depth of m in the
ranked list is defined by:

AP@m =
1

m

∑m

j=1

Rj

j
× Ij , (8)

where Rj is the total number of relevant comments in the
top-j list, Ij is set as 1 if the jth comment is relevant and 0
otherwise.

5.2 Performance Comparison
Table 1 shows the mAP performances of five runs averaged

over 1,000 test videos. It is worth noting that RS selects
comments randomly from candidates without learning any
ranking model and for other four runs, the performances
are given by choosing 64 as the dimensionality of the latent
embedding space and taking tf as comment representations.
Overall, our proposed DE-VST consistently outperforms

the other runs across different depths of mAP. In particu-
lar, the mAP@1 of DE-VST can achieve 0.549, making the
relative improvements over CCA-VST by 9.6%. Though
both DE-VST and CCA-VST involve utilization of multi-
view embedding, different strategies are used for learning the
embedding space. CCA-VST aims to learn an embedding
space which maximizes the correlations between the hetero-
geneous representations across three original views, while
DE-VST additionally incorporates the preference relation-
s in the training triplets to further adjust the embedding
space. The results indicate that our DE-VST is benefit-
ed from the utilization of relative preference, and capable
of finding more desired comments in response to the video.
RS, which even selects the comments randomly from the
comments associated with visually similar videos, still shows
encouraging performance. This somewhat reveals the ef-

Table 1: Performance comparison of different approach-

es for video commenting.

App. mAP@1 mAP@2 mAP@3 mAP@4 mAP@5

RS 0.259 0.244 0.219 0.203 0.191

CCA-VT [12] 0.458 0.421 0.399 0.389 0.382

CCA-VST [10] 0.501 0.465 0.439 0.429 0.419

DE-VT 0.504 0.469 0.447 0.433 0.422

DE-VST 0.549 0.513 0.486 0.471 0.459

fectiveness of ANN search on our powerful spatio-temporal
video representations. Compared to DE-VT (CCA-VT ),
DE-VST (CCA-VST ) exhibits better performance by con-
sidering visual sentiment as another view of video represen-
tations for multi-view embedding learning. This is expected,
as for video commenting the emotions or feelings on videos
are highly related to visual sentiment reflected in videos.

To verify that the performance of different approaches is
not by chance, we conducted significance test using the ran-
domization test [22]. The number of iterations used in the
randomization is 100,000 and at 0.05 significance level. DE-

VST is found to be significantly better than others.
Figure 5 further details the mAP@1 performance for al-

l the 12 categories. Among all the categories, DE-VST

achieves the best performance for 10 categories, followed by
DE-VT and CCA-VST for one category, respectively. The
improvements can be generally expected by further taking
the view of visual sentiment into account in both CCA and
our deep multi-view embedding model learning on all the
categories except “food” category. That is not surprise be-
cause the perceived sentiment or emotion signals from videos
in “food” category are often neutral and thus not easy to be
predicted precisely.

Figure 6 shows a few comment examples produced by dif-
ferent approaches. From these exemplar results, it is easy to
see that all of these automatic methods can find somewhat
relevant comments. With embedding model, the ranks of
more precise comments are likely to be moved up and re-
sponded to the videos. Moreover, our DE-VST can offer
more accurate emotional comments. For instance, the re-
turned comment “wow this is amazing! I love to draw and
to photograph.” to the first video experiences the video con-
tent more desirably.

5.3 Search vs Generation
To empirically verify the merit of video commenting by

search, we further conducted the experiments to examine
how it works when the task is treated as a problem of sen-
tence generation. Following [8], an end-to-end LSTM based
model is learnt over all the video-comment pairs in train-
ing set. When we apply the model to our testing set, most
of the predicted comments to the videos are very general-
purpose phrases, e.g.,“cute,”“cool,”and“it is amazing.”This
is arisen from the fact that these phrases often appear in the
comments of different videos, making the predicted proba-
bilities of these phrases very high for any input videos. On
the other hand, for each video, the comments exploited in
training are very diverse with various subjective description-
s. Therefore, it is very difficult to establish a translatable
mapping from video to comment for generation. This com-
parison basically validates our analysis and proposal of video
commenting by search.
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Figure 5: Per-category mAP@1 of different approaches for all the 12 categories.

... ...

... ...

... ...

... ...

... ...

RS: a beautiful lady.

CCA-VT: you are very beautiful. 

CCA-VST: OMG! Your beautiful absolutely gorgeous.

DE-VT: Omg!!! I want your hair!

DE-VST: your are beautiful, pretty is for little girls, beautiful hair.

RS: steph can dunk?

CCA-VT: that is a dunk.

CCA-VST: the dunk is my all time favorite!

DE-VT: cool! A guy dunked! So surprising!

DE-VST: he will finally have a dunk package in 2K16.

RS: Haha, you are too cute!

CCA-VT:  how did u draw like that?

CCA-VST: let me know that how can make a draw like this.

DE-VT: really creative, awesome job bro. 

DE-VST: wow this is amazing ! I love to draw and to photograph.

RS: let’s make it.

CCA-VT: this is fancy dinner?

CCA-VST: looks so yummy!!

DE-VT: Oh looks delicious make these please.

DE-VST: that looks very good! I just wanted to eat that food. 

RS: what is that car?

CCA-VT: it is a lambo.

CCA-VST: lambo definitely had the right of way!

DE-VT: hahahah the lambo went flying.

DE-VST: I love lambo. It has strong power and speed.

RS: I don’t like phoenix

CCA-VT: the middle is dominic, left is phoenix and right is max

CCA-VST: phoenix is the best ever. Just saying.

DE-VT: just stalk them. They are really good.

DE-VST: crying bc song and this dance is actually really good.

... ...

... ...

... ...

RS: omg that’s so funny.

CCA-VT: you are so cute.

CCA-VST: love this kid. 

DE-VT: he is literally the cutest ever. 

DE-VST: he is so cute and his cheeks are adorable !!

RS: look at this.

CCA-VT: song name please.

CCA-VST: what song is this? I love it !!

DE-VT: is this the festival you on about?

DE-VST: life is color festival, we are going to this one too.

Figure 6: Examples of top-1 ranked comment on each video produced by different approaches. The videos are

represented by sampled frames.

5.4 Comparison on Different Representations
We designed six runs to compare the performances of our

multi-view embedding model as a result of exploiting differ-
ent video and comment representations, while the represen-
tations of visual sentiment are always extracted by ANP-
Net. The results are shown in Figure 7.
There is a performance gap between using w2v and tf

representations. Though both representations are learnt on
a large corpus, w2v is predicted by Skip-gram models which

are pre-trained on news articles, and tf vector of each com-
ment is weighted by term frequency of each word in the
vocabulary built on our created video commenting dataset.
As indicated by our results, tf representations can constant-
ly lead to better performance. We speculate that this may
be caused by the big difference of wording between news
(formal) and comments (social). Moreover, video represen-
tations learnt by C3D which has a better ability in encap-
sulating temporal information leads to better performance
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Figure 8: The mAP@1 performance curve with different

number of nearest neighbors.

than those by VGG. When combining the representations
from VGG and C3D, C3D+VGG further increases the per-
formance gains.

5.5 Effect of the Number of Nearest Neigh-
bors

The number of nearest neighbors is an important parame-
ter in similar video search. In the previous experiments, the
number was fixed to 10. Next, we conducted experiments to
evaluate the performances of all the compared approaches
with the number of nearest neighbors in range of {1, 5, 10,
15, 20}.
The mAP@1 of all the approaches with different number

of nearest neighbors are shown in Figure 8. As illustrated in
the figure, the proposed DE−V ST consistently outperform-
s others when returning each number of nearest neighbors
and the optimal k is happened at 10 for all the compared
methods on our dataset. This is also expected, as for few
neighbors their associate comments may not be enough to
find right ones while too many neighbors will include imper-
fect similar videos.

5.6 Effect of the Dimensionality of the Em-
bedding Space

In order to show the relationship between the performance
and the dimensionality of the embedding space, we com-
pared the results of the dimension in the range of 32, 64,
128, and 256. Note that only the four runs with embedding
space learning are included in this comparison.
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Figure 9: The mAP@1 performance curve with different

dimensionality of the embedding space.

Table 2: Speed efficiency of our proposed framework

for commenting on a five seconds’ video.
Key step Speed
Representation extraction by VGG 3.6 sec
Representation extraction by C3D 4.3 sec
Representation extraction by ANP-Net 0.62 sec
Similar video search 0.02 sec
Comment dynamic ranking 0.5 sec

Figure 9 shows the mAP@1 performance with respect
to different dimensionality of the embedding space. Com-
pared to the other three runs, performance improvements
are consistently observed at each dimensionality of the em-
bedding space by our proposed DE-VST. Furthermore, DE-

VST achieves the best result at the dimensionality of 64 and
the results at other dimensionality higher than 64 are close
to the best one. In addition, the performance trends of mAP
at other depths are similar with that of mAP@1.

5.7 Run Time
The experiments were conducted on a regular PC (Intel

dual-core 3.39GHz CPU and 16GB RAM). Table 2 details
the running time for commenting on a five seconds’ video.
The major portion of the processing time is consumed by
video representation extraction, which takes 3.60, 4.30 and
0.62 seconds by VGG, C3D and ANP-Net, respectively. As
we can run each representation extraction in parallel, the
total extraction time can be very close to 4.3 sec. Simi-
lar video search basically completes a search within 0.02 sec
which is very fast. By processing all the comments associat-
ed with the top-10 ranked similar videos, dynamic ranking
takes about 0.50 sec. Overall, the current implementation
finishes in 4.82 sec, which is less than the duration of the
video. The run time will be further reduced to 1.20 sec
when testing on a single NVIDIA K40 GPU.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented our framework for automatic comment-

ing videos, along with the proposal of techniques for spatio-
temporal video representation learning, similar video search
and dynamic ranking of candidate comments. Particular-
ly, we analyze the advantages of addressing the commenting
problem, from the viewpoint of search rather than gener-
ation, by leveraging huge amounts of real user-generated
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comments on the social platforms. To verify our claim, we
have presented approaches based on the existing works in the
literature for searching visually similar videos to obtain the
comments associated with these similar videos as candidates.
In comment dynamic ranking, our deep multi-view embed-
ding model, which projects video content, visual sentiment
and textual comment into a common space, offers apparen-
t improvements over other methods, in terms of boosting
the chance of finding the right comment from candidates.
Experimental results demonstrate that, by searching from
a newly created dataset of over 0.1 million videos and 10.6
million comments, top-K comments can be returned to an
input video within the duration of that video, with a good
chance of finding the desired comments.
Our work can still be improved on several aspects. First,

more spatio-temporal video representations will be explored
especially for modeling temporal dynamics, e.g., by using
alternative solution like recurrent neural networks. Second,
our multi-view embedding model can be enhanced by further
considering audio information. The audio features can be
exploited together with video content and visual sentiment
for a more comprehensive manner of characterizing videos.
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